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Chapter 8: Mindfulness for Cancer and Terminal Illness
The diagnosis of cancer is a traumatic event for every person who receives
such news, and for their family members and support system. Cancer continues to
be the leading or second cause of death in developed countries. The World Health
Organization estimates new world-wide cases of cancer to jump from 11.3 million
in 2007 to 15.5 million in 2030, and the number of global cancer deaths to increase
from 7.9 million to 11.5 million (a 45% increase), in this same period, influenced
in part by an increasing and aging global population (REF:
http://www.who.int/features/qa/15/en/).
Even though today approximately two-thirds of all people diagnosed with
cancer in Western countries will survive long-term (at least five years postdiagnosis) (REF), associations of the word “cancer” with an acute life-threat, hairloss, disfigurement, nausea, vomiting and potential long-term disability and
premature death still jump readily to mind. For this reason, although cancer has in
many cases become a chronic illness, the psychological impact of cancer is still
greater than for many other similarly life-threatening conditions, due partly to this
lingering stigma.
Psychological sequelae of cancer diagnosis and treatment
It has been well-recognized that instances of depression, anxiety, and
general distress are high for people diagnosed with cancer, with anywhere from 4565% of patients reporting elevated levels of general distress at the time of
diagnosis (REF; CARLSON in press). For many, this distress persists over time
and can be exacerbated by specific problems such as sleep difficulties, lingering
fatigue, pain and symptoms such as nausea and vomiting. A survey of a
representative cross-section of cancer patients attending a large treatment centre
found that almost half of all patients reported fatigue as a problem, followed by
pain (26.4%), managing emotions/stress (24.8%), depression (24.0%), and anxiety
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(24.0%) {{1232 Carlson,L.E. 2004; }}. People of lower income, minority
ethnicities and who were on active treatment were more vulnerable to distress than
others.
Other more existential issues are also often predominant for people
struggling with cancer. For example, people may ask themselves the question of
“Why Me? – Why did I get cancer?” They may be trying to make sense of the
illness or find some meaning in it. If they have a type of cancer that has clear
causal factors, such as lung cancer, smokers may blame themselves and become
disheartened, feel guilty and depressed. They may feel they “deserve” to have
cancer and not put much effort into their own healing; some just give up. On the
other hand, if they feel they have lived a healthy lifestyle and taken care of their
body, people may feel betrayed by the development of cancer. They may wonder
as if they are being punished for some deed or thought they had perpetrated in the
past. Others may find meaning in their sickness by concluding that “everything
happens for a reason” and make the best of the situation, or just accept that it
wasn’t their fault and cancer can strike anyone. These people often turn this
question on its head, asking “Why not me? What makes me so special?”
Other realities of the way the world is are brought into light through a cancer
diagnosis, such as the fact that things are largely not controllable. This challenges a
belief many people have of control over their lives, which is difficult to sustain in
the face of a cancer crisis. In fact most people have much less control than they
would like to believe, and having to face this illusion of control can be very
uncomfortable and cause increased distress. A similar issue is the lack of certainty
that is highlighted in dealing with cancer and its treatments. Even the most highlytrained oncologists can only provide a range of probabilities that any particular
treatment will be successful or for how long a patient will survive. In many ways
this is always the case for all of us – we never know when we will die. However,
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most people are not confronted with this uncertainty so starkly as those dealing
with a life-threatening and unpredictable illness such as cancer. The only certainty
is that each of us will in fact pass away; anguish sometimes comes from not
knowing when or how that will come to pass.
All of these issues, from the practical problems of coping with day-to-day
stressors of treatment including the frequent financial burden, to the larger
existential questions of living and dying, control and uncertainty, take a huge toll
on the person living with cancer and their supporters. In the next sections we will
discuss how mindfulness-based approaches can help address a wide range of these
problems.
Application of mindfulness in cancer patients
Origins and definition of mindfulness
Mindfulness is a term that originates from Buddhist writings and is often
translated as a combination of the Pali words Sati combined with Sampajan~n~a,
which as a whole can be translated as awareness, circumspection, discernment and
retention. In our book The Art and Science of Mindfulness {{15995 Shapiro, S. L.
2009; }}, Shauna Shapiro and I (LC) defined mindfulness as: The awareness that
arises through intentionally attending in an open, caring, and nonjudgmental way
(p.4). This definition was meant to take into account mindfulness as both a way of
being in the world and as a process or practice. These two components we refer to
as: (1) Mindful awareness: an abiding presence or awareness, a deep knowing
which contributes to freedom of the mind, and (2) Mindful practice: the systematic
practice of intentionally attending in an open, caring and discerning way, which
involves both knowing and shaping the mind. We developed a model of
mindfulness which involves three components: intention, attention and awareness
– called the IAA model {{13944 Shapiro,S.L. 2006; }}. Other academic scholars
have also attempted to define mindfulness; the operational definition proposed by
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Bishop and colleagues includes two components, similar to the attention and
awareness elements of the IAA model above: 1) self-regulation of attention
maintained on immediate experience, allowing for increased recognition of mental
events in the present moment, and 2) adopting an orientation that is characterized
by curiosity, openness, and acceptance.
Mindfulness-Based Cancer Recovery Program Description
Mindfulness practice has most frequently been offered and introduced to
people in the West, and to medical patients specifically, in the form of the
Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction (MBSR) program, developed by Jon KabatZinn and colleagues {{13697 Kabat-Zinn,J. 1990; }}, already introduced and
described in this volume. Although many other venues for the transmission of
mindfulness meditation theory and practice are widely available, particularly
through meditation centres, which specialize in specific types of meditation, the
MBSR approach developed in a medical setting is largely independent of the
teachings of any particular school of Buddhism. This secular approach initially
focused on stress reduction as its central aspect, and mindfulness was presented as
a tool to achieve this goal.
The program that we have been offering to cancer patients and their family
members since 1996 at the Tom Baker Cancer Centre in Calgary, Canada, is now
referred to as Mindfulness-Based Cancer Recovery (MBCR) to acknowledge both
its debt to the MBSR program, and its unique aspects specific to people coping
with this condition. Michael Speca and I (LC) published a self-help book detailing
the specifics of this program, which is targeted at a lay audience and takes a
practical step-by-step approach (CARLSON & SPECA; REF).
The MBCR program, similar to MBSR, is an 8-week program with a 6-hour
retreat during the day between classes 6 and 7. Weekly classes are shorter in
MBCR, typically 1.5 hours each, and roughly divided into three sections each
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week. The class begins with a short sitting meditation to help orient participants
and encourage a present-moment stance, followed by discussion of home practice
and group problem-solving around any issues that have arisen. Participants are
encouraged to share how they may have approached similar problems and what
insights or solutions, if any, they were able to find. Group facilitators take the
stance of deferring to participants as the experts on their own bodies and practice,
providing guidance but refraining from providing quick answers or solutions.
Various educational topics are introduced as the weeks progress, including
discussion of the stress and relaxation responses, diaphragmatic breathing, mindful
coping, and balance in the autonomic nervous system. Exercises such as eating
one raisin mindfully are included to highlight certain attitudes and approaches to
meditation that are helpful. There is a heavy emphasis on the importance of the
attitudinal component of how one approaches practice. Attitudes of nonjudging,
patience, beginners mind, trust, non-striving, acceptance and non-attachment as
described by Kabat-Zinn {{13697 Kabat-Zinn,J. 1990; }} are highlighted.
The second main component of the program is the practice of mindful yoga,
or mindful movement as it is sometimes called. Postures derived from those used
in MBSR are also utilized in MBCR, with modifications made for individual
participants as necessary. If people are unable to lie on a mat on the floor, they are
encouraged to participate while sitting in a chair, for example. After the movement
component, a different form of meditation practice is introduced each class. These
begin with the body scan, followed by sitting meditation, walking meditation,
mountain meditation, choiceless awareness and loving-kindness practices. Mini
meditation exercises are also introduced and informal practice encouraged
throughout the program.
The question remains: Why would mindfulness or MBCR, as described
above, be especially helpful to people coping with cancer? As it turns out, many of
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the issues cancer patients face are best dealt with through approaches that
emphasize acceptance and awareness, as well as non-attachment. Non-attachment
arises from an understanding of impermanence, the constantly changing nature of
all things. With an understanding of impermanence, patients are able to loosen
their stranglehold on needing things to be or stay a certain way, or needing to know
exactly the outcomes of their treatments and their prognosis for the future. With a
more present-moment stance and through the practice of seeing things clearly as
they are, simply allowing acceptance of circumstances, patients are able to stop
struggling with questions of “why” And simply dwell in the “what” of each
moment. Worry often arises from questions around the future – these can be
attenuated through focus on the present-moment and learning to allow events to
unfold moment-by-moment.
Mindfulness is also a useful tool for regulating emotions and encourages
acceptance rather than avoidance of one’s experiences. It can decrease rumination
about past and future events. (Berceli and Napoli (2006)) through the experience of
increased self-awareness and can help to counteract the tendency to avoid painful
experiences, which often leads to an amplification in the very feelings that
avoidant-coping individuals are hoping to control. (Barlow, Allen, & Choate,
2004) Through the body scan, for example, the experience of mindfulness can
cultivate body awareness, and allow individuals who have been exposed to
traumatic or stressful events to learn how to accept physical sensations related to
stress without judgment.
Efficacy of mindfulness-based interventions for cancer patients
Psychological Outcomes
There is a growing body of research investigating the application of
mindfulness-based approaches for treating a wide range of problems facing cancer
patients and their family members. Recent years have seen a spike in interest in
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this area, and enough individual research studies have been published to encourage
several review papers. Previous review papers from our group provided rationale
and background on mindfulness in cancer {{16025 Carlson, L. E. 2009;14964
Carlson, L.E. 2007; 13968 Speca,M. 2006; 13781 Mackenzie,M.J. 2005; }} and
others included narrative summary reviews of the literature in this area {{14384
Ott,M.J. 2006; 13963 Smith,J.E. 2005;14960 Matchim,Y. 2007; 14962
Lamanque,P. 2006; }}. One recent meta-analysis of mindfulness-based
interventions for cancer patients concluded that effects were medium-sized for
psychological outcomes such as decreases in stress and improved mood, and smallsized for improvements in physical health parameters {{16057 Ledesma, D. 2009;
}}. A recent book chapter in the text Psycho-Oncology highlights all the current
studies published in a systematic review (CARLSON, in press). Twenty-one
studies are included; all of which have been published since the year 2000; 10 stem
from our research program at the Tom Baker Cancer Centre in Calgary, Canada,
with the rest originating from different research groups primarily in the USA.
Fifteen of the 21 studies were uncontrolled trials, usually simple pre-post
assessments of one group of MBSR participants on a range of outcome measures,
or qualitative interview studies. The other 6 studies were randomized controlled
trials (RCTs) that compared MBSR (or a variation of it) to either a waiting list
(4/6) or some other active form of therapy (2/6).
Briefly summarizing the studies that looked at psychological outcomes,
Tacon and colleagues conducted a small pre-post study with 27 breast cancer
survivors who showed improvements on measures of stress and anxiety, as well as
less hopelessness and anxious preoccupation about cancer and greater internal
locus of control {{13996 Tacon,A.M. 2004; }}. A larger study of 40 women also
showed less pain and distress related to symptoms post-MBSR {{15838 Tacon,
A.M. 2007; }}. In other uncontrolled trials, Spahn found improvements in role
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function and fatigue in 18 MBSR program participants {{15839 Spahn, G. 2003;
}}, and Brown and Ryan {{9487 Brown,K.W. 2003; }} showed decreases in mood
disturbance and stress levels that were associated with higher levels of mindfulness
in 41 breast and prostate cancer patients. Garland et al {{14599 Garland,S.N.
2007; }} saw improvements on measures of post-traumatic growth and spirituality,
as well as stress symptoms and mood disturbance in a mixed group of 60 patients
taking MBSR.
In the first randomized controlled trial published, Speca et al {{1139
Speca,M. 2000; }} found patients in MBSR improved significantly more on mood
states and symptoms of stress than those in a waitlist control condition, with large
improvements of approximately 65% on mood and 35% on stress symptoms.
Patients reported less tension, depression, anger, concentration problems, and more
vigor, as well as fewer peripheral manifestations of stress (e.g., tingling in hands
and feet), cardiopulmonary symptoms of arousal (e.g., racing heart,
hyperventilation) central neurological symptoms (e.g., dizziness, faintness),
gastrointestinal symptoms (e.g., upset stomach, diarrhea), habitual stress
behavioral patterns (e.g. smoking, grinding teeth, overeating, insomnia),
anxiety/fear, and emotional instability compared to those still waiting for the
program. These patients as well as the control group after treatment completion
were followed-up six months later and benefits seen in both groups were
maintained over the follow-up period {{9490 Carlson,L.E. 2001; }}. In the
combined group more home practice was associated with greater decreases in
overall mood disturbance. In a recent publication, we looked at both cancer
patients and their partners who attended the program together (BIRNIE et al, REF),
and found that both groups improved on total mood disturbance, muscle tension,
neurological/GI and upper respiratory stress symptoms and on their levels of
mindfulness. Post-intervention, partners’ mood disturbance scores were
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significantly positively correlated with patients’ symptoms of stress and negatively
correlated with patients’ levels of mindfulness.
Biological and sleep outcomes
A number of uncontrolled studies have also been conducted investigating
biological outcomes and health behaviors, such as sleep. Carlson et al {{1603
Carlson,L.E. 2003;13534 Carlson,L.E. 2004; 14600 Carlson,L.E. 2007; }} looked
at measures of immune, endocrine and autonomic function in 59 breast and
prostate cancer survivors. Immune function was investigated by looking at the
counts and function of a number of lymphocyte subsets, including T cells and NK
cells, through secretion of cytokines in response to cell stimulation. Cytokines
were either of the pro-inflammatory or anti-inflammatory variety – proinflammatory processes have been associated with several poorer outcomes in both
cardiovascular and cancer patients. T cell production of interferon gamma (IFN-λ),
a pro-inflammatory cytokine, decreased. Patterns of change were also assessed
over a full year following program participation, and levels of pro-inflammatory
cytokines continued to decrease {{14600 Carlson,L.E. 2007; }}. Although the
exact meaning of theses changes in relation to cancer progression is not known, in
some studies elevated pro-inflammatory cytokines have been associated with
poorer cancer outcomes {{13570 Costanzo,E.S. 2005; }}.
This study also looked at salivary cortisol, since daily salivary cortisol levels
have been related to stress and health, and are often dysregulated in cancer
survivors; such dysregulation has been associated with shorter survival time
{{14451 Sephton,S.E. 2000; }}. Cortisol profiles also shifted pre- to postintervention, with fewer evening cortisol elevations found post-MBSR and some
normalization of abnormal diurnal salivary cortisol profiles occurring {{13534
Carlson,L.E. 2004;}}. Over the year of follow-up, continuing decreases in overall
cortisol levels were seen, mostly due to decreases in evening cortisol levels
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{{14600 Carlson,L.E. 2007; }}. In this same study, overall resting systolic blood
pressure (SBP) decreased significantly from pre- to post-MBSR {{14600
Carlson,L.E. 2007; }}. This is desirable as high blood pressure (hypertension) is
the most significant risk factor for developing cardiovascular disease, and cancer
patients who have received common forms of chemotherapy are at higher risk for
developing cardiac problems. In a waitlist controlled study, Van Wielingen et al
found that home blood pressure measured weekly while taking MBSR or waiting
for the program decreased significantly only for those women who took the
program {{14568 Van Wielingen,L.E. 2007; }}. For those with initially elevated
systolic BP, an average decrease of 15 mmHg was reported, which is similar in
magnitude to decreases resulting from taking blood pressure medication
Turning to sleep, Carlson et al {{13535 Carlson,L.E. 2005; }} found
improvements on measures of sleep in a general sample of 63 patients. Before
attending the MBSR program, sleep disturbance was closely associated with levels
of self-reported stress and mood disturbance, and when stress symptoms declined
over the course of the MBSR program, sleep also improved. On average, sleep
hours increased by ½ to 1 hour per night. One other sleep study by Shapiro et al.
{{8070 Shapiro,S.L. 2003; }} found no statistically significant relationships
between participation in an MBSR group and sleep quality for 54 women with
breast cancer; however, within the MBSR group those who practiced more
informal mindfulness reported feeling more rested.
Qualitative Research
Mackenzie et al. conducted qualitative interviews with a specific subgroup
of MBSR participants who attended weekly drop-in meditation groups {{14566
Mackenzie,M.J. 2007; }}. Five major themes were identified in the interviews,
labeled: 1.Opening to change; 2. Self-Control; 3.Shared Experience; 4. Personal
Growth, and; 5. Spirituality. This information was used to develop specific theory
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concerning mechanisms whereby MBSR effects change for cancer patients.
According to these cancer survivors, the initial participation in the 8-week program
was only the beginning of an ongoing process of self-discovery, a slight shift in
orientation that began the growth process. Although they didn’t realize it at the
time, the 8-week program was just the proverbial tip of the iceberg. During the
active treatment phase, MBSR provided these patients with concrete tools for selfregulation and the ability to better control fluctuating emotional responses. This
resulted relatively quickly in reduced stress and less mood disturbance. The group
was also crucial at this time, and later, to help meet their needs for social support
from others going through a similar experience; a shared sense of humanity in
facing both cancer and learning a new world of mindfulness meditation. The
program helped them feel less alone and introduced ways to look at the world they
may not have previously considered. As practice progressed, people began to learn
to be less reactive and exercise more diffuse self-regulation across a wider variety
of life circumstances. They developed qualities of positive health beyond a focus
on symptom reduction, and focused more on finding meaning and purpose in their
life and feeling increasingly interconnected with others. They consistently
mentioned feeling more “spiritual”, which for some meant a return to prayer in
their own original tradition; for others this referred to feeling more connected to
nature and other people. Over time, they were able to see cancer an only one part
of their life story, and no longer the predominant story-line.
Another recent qualitative and quantitative study was conducted with 13
women who had completed breast cancer treatment {{15463 Dobkin,P.L. 2008; }}.
The women experienced decreases in perceived stress and medical symptoms as
well as improvements on a measure of mindfulness. They took better care of
themselves and viewed life as more meaningful and manageable. Themes
identified by the women were similar to those identified in the previous study,
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called: 1) acceptance; 2) regaining and maintaining mindful control; 3) taking
responsibility for what could change; and 4) cultivating a spirit of openness and
connectedness.
Adaptations of MBSR
There have also been adaptations of the traditional 8-week group MBSR
program for special populations of cancer patients, particularly two studies that
looked at mindfulness meditation for hospitalized patients undergoing bonemarrow or stem-cell transplantation (BMT). Bauer-Wu and Rosenbaum adapted
MBSR for individual use in isolated hospitalized BMT patients, finding immediate
effects on levels of pain and anxiety as measured on visual analogue scales
immediately before and after meditation sessions {{13475 Bauer-Wu,S.M. 2004;
}}. Horton-Duetsch et al also investigated MBSR in 24 BMT patients {{15606
Horton-Deutsch,S. 2007; }}, providing six to eight bi-weekly individual sessions
based on an adaptation of the group MBSR curriculum. In 15 patients, less
negative affect was reported after the intervention despite increasing symptoms of
nausea and appetite loss, and patients found the program feasible, although they
felt training in mindfulness before hospitalization would have been optimal.
A unique modification on MBSR that has been applied to cancer patients is
called Mindfulness-Based Art Therapy (MBAT), which combines the principles of
MBSR with other creative modalities. Patients practice meditation then express
their experience through a number of visual arts outlets such as painting and
drawing. In an RCT (N=111), researchers compared the eight-week MBAT
intervention to a wait list control in a heterogeneous cohort of women with mixed
cancer types receiving usual oncology care. MBAT participants had less
depression, anxiety, somatic symptoms of stress, and less hostility than control
participants post-intervention {{9429 Monti,D.A. 2005; }}.
An innovative study by Carmody et al looked at the effects of combining a
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dietary intervention with MBSR on prostate specific antigen (PSA) levels, an
indicator of the level of activity of prostate cancer cells in men with biochemically
recurrent prostate cancer {{13917 Saxe,G.A. 2001; }}. The combined program
resulted in a slowing of the rate of PSA increase in a pilot sample of 10 men. In
2008 they published a larger RCT of this intervention, measuring dietary intake of
various nutrients, and quality of life as well as PSA outcomes and time spent
meditating {{15833 Carmody,James; }}. 36 men and their partners participated,
and those in the intervention group showed targeted increases in the consumption
of healthy nutrients such as plant-based protein, lycopene and carotenoids 3months after the program. They also decreased their consumption of fat and
animal protein, and had greater improvements in QL than those in the waitlist
group. Although there were no overall group differences in PSA levels, those in
the intervention group had increased their PSA doubling time from 18 to 59
months, while the waitlist participants remained steady around 19 months. It is
impossible to determine the role that the meditation practice versus the dietary
change may have played in this outcome, but it may be that the meditation practice
allowed the men to be more vigilant and mindful of their dietary choices, as time
spent in mediation practice correlated with intake of vegetable protein.
In summary, empirical work on MBSR in cancer patients supports its
usefulness for decreasing a wide range of psychological outcomes such as
symptoms of stress, anxiety, anger, depression and mood disturbance, and
improving quality of life and sleep outcomes. It may be effective both for patients
undergoing treatment (including BMT) or completed treatment protocols. Effects
on biological outcomes such as cortisol and immune function are suggested, but
more research with controlled comparison groups is required. Few studies have
compared MBSR directly to other supportive care interventions, so it is impossible
to know which effects are specific to MBSR or if many different types of
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interventions would produce similar positive results.
Mindfulness-based interventions for end of life care
Rationale
Those facing the end of their lives typically have diminished physical and social
capacities. As a result of physical distress, psychological defense mechanisms are
often lowered. Resilience is in part associated with the ability to self-regulate one’s
emotions – another capacity strengthened by mindfulness practice and important
for those who are gravely ill {{13938 Shapiro,S.L. 1998; }}) Coffey & Hartman,
2008). Coffey, K. A., & Hartman, M. (2008). Mechanisms of action in the inverse
relationship between
mindfulness and psychological distress. Complementary Health Practice Review,
13(2): 79– 91.
Resilience is enhanced through an increase in the development of a
metacognitive perspective, allowing for the monitoring of one’s own thought
processes, including the focus of one’s attention. More explicitly, metacognition is
the ability to de-center from thought, and to understand thought processes as
transient events, rather than a direct representation of reality. (MAMIG, 2006; { I
HAVE TO LOCATE THIS CITATION…… {14004 Teasdale,J.D. 2002; 14000
Teasdale,J.D. 1995; }}
This capacity to see things from a more distal and relative perspective can be very
beneficial for an individual suffering from a severe illness and facing complex
questions with regards to treatment or the anticipated outcome of death. For
example, it is common for dying patients to have gone through many medical
procedures to be very “sensitve” to their circumstance, to be frightened, anxious, or
even angry at what they are going through, or to feel futility and experience
depression. It has been our experience that dying people are often traumatized not
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only by their diagnosis but also by diagnostic procedures and medical interventions
employed in an endeavor to extend life or alleviate symptoms. We have observed
that the effort to suppress thoughts or reduce the frequency of certain distressing
thoughts can actually increase the occurrence of those thoughts. This phenomenon
of the futility of thought suppression is born out by research (Wegner & Smart,
1997). Wegner, D. M., & Smart, L. (1997). Deep cognitive activation: A new
approach to the
unconscious. Journal of Consulting and Clinical Psychology, 65, 984–995.
The utilization of a mindfulness-based practice can assist traumatized
individuals in dealing with the stresses encountered in their situation, and assist
them in facing the realities of sickness, pain, dying, and death.
Over the past forty years, the work of the second author has focused on
teaching contemplative interventions and mindfulness based-practices to clinicians,
and, as well, to dying individuals. We will address the benefits of these types of
contemplative interventions for those facing death and those who have been
diagnosed with a catastrophic illness.
Contemplative interventions refer to a type of process that trains the mind
through working with concentration and inquiry. One type of this kind of mental
training is mindfulness, defined as a way of perceiving the world that is based in
the nonjudgmental experience of the present moment, as taught in the MBCR
program. Jon Kabat-Zinn further defines mindfulness as ‘‘the awareness that
emerges through paying attention, on purpose, in the present moment, and
nonjudgmentally to the unfolding of experience moment by moment.’’ {{13697
Kabat-Zinn,J. 1990; }}. According to Kabat-Zinn, mindfulness practice not only
induces the capacity to be focused on the reality of the present moment but as well,
makes it possible for an individual to accept what is happening in the present
16

moment without being subject to rumination or emotional reactions in relation to
challenging situations in the past, present or future. From the perspective of
working with dying people, these three features (present moment awareness,
acceptance, and non reactivity) have the potential to enhance the quality of life of
those who are dealing with a serious illness and those who are dying.
Earlier we mentioned the IAA model of mindfulness in which three core
qualities of mindfulness were identified: 1: intention, which focuses on a
motivational component to one’s attention and behavior; 2. present-centered
attention and awareness; and 3. attitude, which reﬂects on how we attend, such as
interest, curiosity, nonjudgment, acceptance, compassion, and receptiveness
{{13944 Shapiro,S.L. 2006; }}. Present-centered attention aids patients in not
dwelling on the past or not anticipating a catastrophic future. The motivational
component entails a top-down process for the gravely ill or dying individual; in
other words, there is greater engagement and commitment in the attentional
process. And the third component, for us, is especially interesting: how
mindfulness can foster an attitude toward the dying process that shifts the
experience into a “journey” of a developmental nature for the one experiencing it.
Baer, Carmody, and others have described mindfulness as comprising ﬁve
key skills. These include: acting with awareness; observing; describing;
nonreactivity to inner experience; and nonjudging of inner experience {{15435
Baer,R.A. 2008;15021 Baer,R.A. 2006; 15470 Carmody, J. 2008; }}. With a base
in these skills, mindfulness allows for greater ﬂexibility and accuracy in the
perception of what is happening in the present moment, and greater acceptance and
less reactivity to whatever is taking place on a somatic, cognitive, affective, or
behavioral level.
For those with a catastrophic illness, mindfulness practices can have
potential benefits in four core areas: 1: attentional balance, which includes
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fostering and sustaining, vivid, stable, effortless, inclusive, and nonjudgmental
attention; 2: emotional balance, i.e., the cultivation of prosocial mental processes,
including altruism, empathy, kindness, compassion and self-compassion, joy, and
equanimity; 3: cognitive control, which includes the development of the capacity
to guide thoughts and behaviors in accord with intention, to override and downregulate habitual responses, and to cultivate mental flexibility, insight, and metacognition; and 4: resilience, which includes stress reduction, fostering relaxation,
and enhanced immune response.
(NO REFERENCE. A SUMMARY OF ALL THE RESEARCH THAT I
PUT TOGETHER)
These four key areas enhance coping and resilience as well as insight and
wisdom for those going through the experience of a catastrophic illness. From our
experience, we have seen that training individuals who are gravely ill in
mindfulness practice can assist them in becoming less reactive in the face of
difficulties such as pain, the loss of capacities, relationship, means, and role, and
assist them in facing death. People can become more resilient and accepting of
their situation, and develop a sense of meaning and balance as they face the
vicissitudes of illness.
Mindfulness practices for end-of-life
Mindfulness practice can be divided into three major types of reflective
practices; one subgroup enhances concentration assisting an individual to stabilize
her or his mental state; a second type entails receptive practices that broaden
attention so it is panoramic and reflective; and the third subgroup includes
practices which enhance insight, as well as prosocial mental processes.
For example, when working with a person who is ill, and whose breathing is
not compromised, a concentration exercise might consist of gently asking the
patient to let their attention be anchored by the breath. One can suggest that the
18

inbreath be accompanied by silently saying: “accept”, and the outbreath be
accompanied by the words “let go.” When guiding this simple meditation practice,
the guide can follow the patient’s breath rhythm by breathing at with the same
rhythm as the patient, thus supporting their experience through attunement.
This first simple practice uses an attentional base that is focused. A practice
that uses a panoramic attention might consist of guiding the patient to first let the
breath anchor the attention. After several respiratory rounds, the patient is
encouraged to relax completely and simply let whatever arises be there, without
clinging to sensory or mental phenomena, but rather let things flow through them
like a gentle stream.
A guided practice that develops a prosocial state involves a somewhat different
approach. One usually begins with some simple words: “All our lives our innate
wisdom tells us to let go, to relax, to relinquish unwise efforts to control. Our
culture, conditioning, and personal history usually tell us to hold on, to attempt to
cling to people, experiences, and accomplishments in order to be happy. Many
times our lives are spent in a battle between our innate wisdom and the culture’s
message about clinging and control. Dying is above all the time to turn to, trust
and rest in the voice of truth within us. Here are some phrases that may be of help
to you in this. They are phrases of loving kindness practice. Be as comfortable as
possible sitting or lying down. Take a few deep soft breaths to let your body settle.
Bring your attention to your breath, and begin to silently say your chosen phrases
in rhythm with the breath. You can also experiment with just having your attention
settle in the phrases, without using the anchor of the breath. Feel the meaning of
what you are saying.”
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Then slowly and meaningfully repeat the phrases that are appropriate; here are
some examples:
“May the power of loving kindness sustain me.”
“May I be peaceful in body and mind.”
“May I receive other’s love and compassion.”
“May all those I leave behind be safe and peaceful.”
“May I be free from suffering.”
“May I be free from fear.”
“May I accept my pain, knowing that I am not my pain, not my body, not my
illness.”
“May I accept my suffering, knowing it does not make me bad or wrong.”
“May I accept my anger, fear and sadness, knowing that my heart is not limited
by them.”
“May I remain in peace, and let go of expectations.”
“ I ask forgiveness from those whom I have harmed.”
“ I freely forgive all those who have harmed me.”
“ I forgive myself for mistakes made and things left undone.”
“May I remember my consciousness is much vaster than this body, as I let go of
this body.”
“May I open to the unknown, as I leave behind the known.”
“May I, and all beings, live and die peacefully.”
(Halifax, J (2008) Being with Dying: Cultivating Compassion and Fearlessness in
the Presence of Death)
Summary and Recommendations
In summary, more research is warranted into the efficacy of mindfulness
interventions for people who have serious illness. However, the indications from
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existing research and anecdotal evidence lead us to surmise that mindfulness as an
intervention has great potential benefits for those who are suffering from a
catastrophic illness. MBCR is a group-based mindfulness training program that has
empirical support for its benefits in terms of improving coping, quality of life,
decreasing stress, improving mood and enhancing qualities of spirituality and
personal growth in the face of cancer diagnosis and treatment. The introduction of
this type of intervention late in the illness process poses some particular
challenges, and it is recommended that such interventions be applied as close to the
time of diagnosis as possible, in order to reap maximum benefit.. More empirical
work at end-of-life to evaluate the application of mindfulness-based approaches at
this time in the cancer journey would be welcome.
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